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In past and in upcoming projects Tue Greenfort chooses to commission 
Murano artisanal workshops for the fabrication of his critical glasswares 
of marine species, a place to this day synonymous with glass as art and 
vice versa. The emergence of Murano as the ancient world’s glass manu-
facturing and distributional hub until the 16th century was in fact due 
to!ecological and public health concerns by the city of Venice that were 
already acted on in the late 13th century. 
 In order “…to remove pollution and smoke that is hard on breath-
ing…”, the industry’s essential furnaces and workshops were evicted from 
the main islands of Venice to those on the perimeter which, as is the 
case!of Murano, apparently welcomed this decree due to the boon this 
would bring to that islet’s until then economically and politically rather 
peripheral community 1. 
 Glass as material culture and industry has furthermore from its 
 inception in the 12th century crystallized the foundations of Venice itself, 
as!a con"uence of mixed ecologies, mercantile movement, natural 
 resourcing and colonial expansion: “The raw material comes from a mix 
of silica (sand from the Lagoon and the nearby rivers) and soda (contained 
in ash imported from Syria, made by burning Mediterranean seaweed)” 2. 
As the historian Thomas Madden notes, the Venice lagoon is not simply 
“a!work of art, but a birthplace of modern capitalism”, essentially 
 conceived and erected on the “marshes of a brackish hideaway… by ragged 
bands of refugees”.3 
 The predicaments by which water and climate are inescapably linked 
to so-called “cities of art” like Venice not only continue to present “com-
plex and composite realties…due to their uniqueness as repositories of 
cultural, historical and artistic values”4. Moreover, the Venice lagoon’s 
 exceptionally condensed and heightened paradoxes and contradictions 
of!global commerce, climate change, art industries and migration "ows 
thus raise a host of questions and lines of enquiry for a practice like 
Greenfort’s that is substantially informed by and responding to these very 
systemic “natural” and “anthropic” causes and challenges. 
 The thing about the anthropocene as our accursed if extremely 
 unevenly divided share, is that its very de#nition, occurrence, and impact 
actually remain robustly dynamic rather then set in stone in so far as it 
is!not least on account of human agency that policymaking and measures 
towards containing and repairing interlocked environmental destruction 
and losses may still be enacted 5. The anthropogenic course/curse “…is a 
bet on the future and, as such, its meaning and eventual formalization 
 depend on the future development of human a$airs” 6, the very ontology 
and conceptual bene#t of any human speci#city and a$airs being subject 
to ongoing extensions, erosions and even tentacularization we might 
want!to add, as advanced by species philosophers like Donna Haraway and 
others 7. 
 When the Milanese cleric and geologist Antonio Stoppani developed 
the concept of the “Anthropozoic” in his 1873 Corso di Geologia, he  
“…described how what he called “human relicts” (tools, weapons, buildings, 
and products of art and industry) and other evidences of human activities 
have been accumulating in the Earth’s surface in recent slumps, lacustrine 
and marine sediments, alluvial plains, deltas, marshes, peat bogs, caves, 
glacial moraines, or volcanic rocks. According to Stoppani, the “Anthropo-
zoic” era should begin with the stone age with the #rst appearances of 
carved stone.”8, in fact dating the #rst ur-cene of “our”9 own making long 
before the colonization of the Americas, the invention of the steam engine 
in the 18th century or the beginning application of nuclear engineering 
in!the mid 1940s. While as polity and coming community we ought to 
 better question and move on from turbid origin stories constricting and 
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constricted by the land and the natural 10, Stoppani’s explorations on the 
nature of relicts lay relevant groundwork and provide a stepping stone 
to!trace and think about Greenfort’s recent projects previously exhibited 
at the Munich-based ERES Foundation and on the occasion of the foun-
dation’s showcase of the artist at this year’s Venice Biennale. 

Greenfort’s practice since the early 2000s has been widely discussed in the 
concurrently produced bulk of scholarship on various “environmental” 
or!“eco-critical” art practices, an ever-expanding spectrum conventionally 
traced back to various 1960s land arts as regards a US-Eurocentric realm, 
yet one that might as well align with and cite cultural-ritualistic practices 
and worldings of proto-industrial “indigenous” communities elsewhere 
aeons before 11. 
Greenfort’s latest body of work is noticeably modular and as such adaptive 
to sites and audiences12. His exhibitions may comprise a fully operative 
lab!environment for potential visitors to study aquatics up close, elegant 
vignettes of sediments of regional water samples, rather formalized 
 compact earthwallworks assembled from “local” ingredients/debris, hand-
somely obsolescent cyanotype prints of algae and artfully phosphoresc-
ing, hanging seaweeds made from recycled glass. 
 Noticeable is the engagement with and employment of the conspicu-
ously crafted and tactile that characterizes a lot of these new works, in 
turn evocative of Western aesthetic sensibilities and formal escapisms of 
the 19th century then conditioned by the charred, “alienating” facets 
of!the industrial revolution as much as of current cultural obsessions and 
investment in the “organic” broadly, symptomatic for the advent of climate 
breakdown and attendant anxieties. Making and exhibiting art that ex-
pressly draws from and addresses the environmental from within what 
at!this point undoubtedly presents a wholly institutionalized as well as 
hyper-mediated meta discourse or junkspace (Rem Koolhaas) no longer 
relies on neat dyads whence to pursue an either “external/ecological” or 
“internal/psychological” approach toward any contemporary institutional 
critique.13 “Climate Change” has “enter(ed) the Therapy Room” as not only 
The New York Times assures or further disquiets us,bringing with it 
spreading conditions of “eco-anxiety” alongside accredited #elds such as 
“climate psychology”14, in turn literally re"ected in the site-speci#c 
doom-scrolling/infotainment that Greenfort employs in his tragicomic 
series of local newspaper articles covering environmental topics that get 
pasted onto shiny aluminum carriers.15 Rather, the intersectionalist and 
decolonial realization of the contemporay artist’s and their wares’ entan-
glement in thoroughly #nancialized environments comprising cultural 
artifacts and natural resources grasped as so many raw materials and data 
to be tapped, stacked, and valorized—as (taste)maker, model prosumer/
polluter etc.—is not merely a given but accordingly feeds into devising 
aesthetic and work protocols imbued with and instructed by the however 
greened logics of 21st century capitalism.16 

Viewed from this constellation, the discrete and at turns increasingly 
 romantic nature of some of Greenfort’s works may not only be simply 
relicensed back to their speci#c (art-)historical quotations and periodic 
contexts, but more signi#cantly to their respective paradoxical aestheti-
cism and mainstream potential that the artist in turn consults and 
 channels: Anna Atkins’ Victorian cyanotypes of algae and ferns, very 
much informed in her day by the contemporaneous British and rather 
gendered trends of “fern fever” and “seaweed craze”17; the Blaschka family 
business’ of the bedazzling “counterfeiting”18 of "owers and sea creatures, 
well before surrealist, pop and appropriative takes by Man Ray, Warhol 
or!Je$ Koons; Robert Smithson’s neatly arranged, earthy-industrial 
 non-sites, so attuned after all to the “special” viewing and commodifying 
 conditions of the newly counter-cultural white cube and its freely 
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discerning consumers. Discussing the connoisseur-consumer in connec-
tion with Rudolf Blaschka’s literally unique #n-de-siècle glass "owers 
he!would singularly handcraft well into the 1930s, science philosopher 
Lorraine Daston notes how due to the artifacts’ sheer supererogatory 
 perfection out-naturalizing nature—their “extreme mimesis”—these 
 pristine and once educational objects in the course of twentieth century 
modernist paradigm shifts came to “signal kitsch”, appreciated and 
 theorized as such for representing “an artisanal dead end that inspired no 
styles or schools.”19 

This is a telling angle from which to newly consider Greenfort’s ongoing 
series of commissioning artisanal glasswares depicting jelly#sh, beginning 
with Medusa (2007) that is modeled on the in some parts of the Mediter-
ranean abundantly and alarmingly present Pelagia noctiluca, or mauve 
stinger, an anti-souvenir of eco-systemic shakeup a$ecting this still widely 
prized and seasonally overcrowded region. Artworks not only rise and 
crash in varyingly open seas of sales via partly cryptic "ows, undisclosed 
hands and o$shore ports, but more interestingly appear virtually alchemical 
in nature regarding their vacillating perception and reception for which 
symbolic capital may represent too anthropocenic, that is bourgeois 
a! concept. We might instead broach the notion of deculturation, as a pro-
cess and phenomenon which Pierre Bourdieu himself introduced in 
the!research on colonizing and colonized cultures he conducted toward 
his Sociologie de l’Algérie (1958). Deculturation, historically and structur-
ally speaking, is “both the condition and consequence of globalization”. 
Hence “globalization decultures and decontextuliazes, detaches things, 
isolates them, and throws them into the global marketspace where they 
"oat and reassemble, often in a random way, and connect with other 
 elements in the most unlikely fashion.”20 To Visual Culture researchers 
like Thorsten Botz-Bornstein the past decade’s various transgressions and 
ideological shifts named alternative truths, conspiratorial thought and 
the!unrelenting “kitschi#cation” of everything is but the screen-dependent 
metastasis of deculturation began by industrialization and subsequent 
digitally augmented globalization. If deculturation— less taken on pessi-
mistic-culturally but as ontologically perplexing—is brought to bear on 
the level of aesthetics and contemporary art, what are we to make then, 
of!Greenfort‘s glistening freakish-cute vessels "oating and encroaching 
upon gallery and museum walls, collectors’ homes, catalogue pages 
and!the discourse on materiality and agency? Are they ironizing eco-critical 
kitsch actually, or do they pose somewhat kitschy eco-criticism? As we 
 divest from dualisms, can they not better be conceived as craft-turned-
kitsch detourned to objects by which literally speci#ed instead of 
 generalized eco-humanist matters of concern/matters of care (Bruno 
 Latour/Puig de la Bellacasa) are newly addressed and rei#ed?  
Daniel Horn

19  Ibid., p. 252 20  See Thorsten 
Botz-Bornstein, 
The New Aesthetics 
of Deculturation. 
 Neoliberalism, 
 Fundamentalism and 
Kitsch. London 2019, 
pp. 2, ix
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